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T

he success of any vessel construction project hinges upon the
completeness and quality of prior planning and thorough documentation. A strong foundation for contract management
should be laid out in a well-written technical specification, a solid set
of design plans, a thoughtful schedule, and a balanced contract. For
example, an important component of a well-written “tech spec” is including the right level of detail: too little and there is risk of the vessel
not meeting expectations, too much drives up costs and potentially reduces competitive bids. Once a shipyard contract is signed, contractual
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documents need to be discussed at project kick-off to build a strong
foundation with common understanding. Without this foundation at
the start of the build, the project is more likely to experience increased
cost and construction risks.
Elliott Bay Design Group (EBDG) has served as an owner’s representative
on many new construction and modification projects across a wide range
of clients and vessel types. Along the way we have learned best practices
that help promote successful construction projects.

ideas. Once you have your requirements and expectations determined,
the design and construction can begin.
The first brick to a good foundation is a solid set of technical specifications and drawings. The specifications, also known as specs, will be used
regularly throughout the bid and build process.
Specifications cover all aspects of construction that don’t appear on the
drawings. They bind the drawings, calculations, vendor information,
and other documents into one complete package.
While reviewing the specs, you need to assign risk to your design. If there
is too much detail in the specs it has the potential to drive up your costs
and can potentially reduce offers from shipyards. Having too little risk
and detail means the vessel might not meet your expectations.
The next brick added to the foundation is a drawing set. There are two
sets of drawing options. The first is a drawing set that is contractually
binding to the builder. This typically includes the general arrangement
plan and the lines plan. The second set of drawings is provided for information purposes only and helps bid the project and guide the construction. They are detailed and can include piping diagrams, insulation
plans, and electrical one-line diagrams.
When creating the drawing set and specs it is best to determine the
equipment that will be furnished by the owner, commonly referred to as
OFE (owner-furnished equipment). When assessing your risk, it’s good
to think about OFE. In most cases the more OFE there is for your project, the more risk there is to the owner. You are responsible for the OFE
to arrive at the shipyard on time and in good condition, and if it arrives
damaged, it is the owner’s responsibility, not the shipyard’s. Generally,
OFE is to be avoided unless there are long lead time items required to
meet schedule deadlines.
IDENTIFICATION OF SHIPYARD

Now that you have the foundation built, it’s time to identify the shipyard to construct your plans. When choosing a shipyard think about the
following items.
• Pricing: Is it within your budget and comparable to other bids?
• Schedule: Can the shipyard deliver per your requested schedule?
• Quality: Will the product meet your expectations? Will they be able
to deliver what the design calls for?
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• Capabilities: Both in facilities and trades? Have they built a vessel
of similar magnitude?
It is beneficial to reach out to multiple shipyards and use your design
team to help find the right shipyard. Never be afraid to ask questions or
for references.

PREPARING FOR CONSTRUCTION

Preparing for the design and construction of either a new vessel or retrofitting an existing vessel is no small task. As the owner, when deciding
you are ready to embark on this adventure, it is best to build a strong
foundation from the start.

CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION

Once the shipyard has been identified and contracts are signed, it is time
to get building. Having an owner’s representative visit the shipyard on
a periodic basis is critical to both monitoring progress and checking on
performance. Owner’s representatives may include individuals from
the design team. They will create a list of items that need to be inspected and when those inspections should occur in the schedule. They

First, decide what you want from your new vessel, determine your budget, and select your design team. You need to be clear about your requirements and expectations. Every stakeholder involved will have their own
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document performance and what is,
and is not, acceptable in the build.
Site visits by the owner’s team are
complementary to a good shipyard
quality assurance (QA) program or
third-party inspection such as the
U.S. Coast Guard.

Four of the basic keys
to any successful
construction project are:
communicate, be realistic,
find and use experts, and
allow margins.

communication plan between all parties involved in the build.
SHIPYARD
RESPONSIBILITIES

Many times, a vessel is a one-off design,
a prototype if you will. Due to the
unique nature of each build, items
may need to be relocated to a different
place from what is shown on the drawings, or different equipment must be
selected. If an item is relocated or substituted, it is important all parties approve of the change and the relocation
is documented. The shipyard is responsible for executing the changes as
well as vendor communications, and scheduling changes.

Owner’s representatives manage
contract issues, design details,
change orders, and schedule compliance through regular visits. As
the owner, it’s good to know beforehand that a vessel construction
project can generate 1,000 to 10,000 pieces of paper as official communication between builder and owner. The owner and their representative must be prepared to deal efficiently with this paperwork while also
keeping up with the daily operation of your business.

Notwithstanding any approved changes, the ultimate responsibility is to
deliver the vessel fully in compliance with the owner’s specification and
drawings, and with the applicable regulatory requirements.

REGULATORS

During the build, things can become overwhelming, especially when
managing expectations and requirements from multiple stakeholders.
In dealing with regulatory agencies, it is important to plan for and
schedule enough time for their review and any changes that may come
from their reviews. Many times, the regulatory bodies view build items
from a different perspective than the owner and even the shipyard. To
alleviate any risk of regulatory related delays, create a clear and early

PROJECT COMPLETION

As the project nears the 95 percent completion point, attention is focused on finishing. Rushing this stage or skipping steps due to a vanishing schedule must be carefully guarded against. A good measure of
a shipyard shows in how well the wrap-up is handled. Compartments
should be inspected and closed out. Individual systems need to be en-
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ergized and tested. Trials must be properly planned with written procedures and approved forms. Shipyards should conduct and successfully
pass their own trials prior to the Coast Guard, and the owners, being
called for witnessing and acceptance.
Following successful operational testing the vessel is usually delivered
to the owner, which, depending on location, can come with its own
complexities. If delivered over land, experienced movers familiar with
highway regulations and handling vessels, are required. If delivered by
water, an experienced delivery crew, capable of handling breakdowns
and emergencies is required. Sometimes extra fuel or crew quarters are
temporarily added to the boat. Some vessels may be towed or delivered
by barge or heavy-lift ship. The method must match the owner’s needs
and concerns regarding risk or wear and tear on the new vessel.
After delivery, the vessel needs to be cleaned and formally accepted by
the owner. Repeating some of the sea trials is advisable to ensure that
equipment and vessel systems survived the delivery trip. A formal punch
list should be completed to identify any work that needs to take place.
These items are contractually different from warranty work.
LITIGATION

Unfortunately, litigation can occur during a project. No one wants this to
occur but here are some key steps to manage the situation if it does occur.
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1.	Good documentation throughout the entire design and construction
process is the key to a solid foundation for managing a dispute. This
should include a record of all inspections and the communications
with all entities involved.

Catherine (Kate) Hale joined Elliott Bay Design Group in
2018 as the East Coast Representative and Systems Engineer,
establishing our office in New York. As a Certified Port
Executive, she is qualified to manage port initiatives and
aid in the process of creating Port Master Plans. Kate is also
Waterfront Edge Design Guidelines (WEDG) certified. Her
experience includes project management and engineering
oversight on urban ferry systems operating in highly dense
populations. Kate has successful design application experience
with the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey’s
Tenant Construction and Alteration Application (TAA) for
new marine projects involving marine electrical inspections
and barge outfitting.

2.	Language in the contract on handling dispute resolution will come
into play. The owner and the shipyard may apply binding arbitration
or work with a mediator.
3.	Insurance coverage may be an issue. Does the shipyard’s risk policy
come into play or does the owner carry business risk coverage?
4.	Make sure all relevant parties are at the table. Obviously, the owner
and the shipyard will be involved, but the design agent, equipment
vendors, and shipyard subcontractors may all have a role in the dispute.
KEYS TO SUCCESS
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Four of the basic keys to any successful construction project are provided
along with further details to guide you through the design-build process.
1.	Communicate: Talk to your designer, talk to your builder, talk to
everyone you can to ensure that all parties know what you, the owner,
are expecting. Developing a clear communication plan and then using
it will promote open, regular communication.

JOHN WATERHOUSE, PE
PRINCIPAL IN CHARGE
ELLIOTT BAY DESIGN GROUP

2.	Be Realistic: Don’t expect a high-quality boat delivered tomorrow
for low dollars. Building boats is not a precise science but you generally get what you pay for.

John Waterhouse is a founding partner of Elliott Bay Design
Group and has over 40 years of experience in naval architecture
and marine engineering. Throughout his career, he has made
significant contributions to the industry through innovative
design and engineering achievement. John is a major supporter
of the organizations that shape the industry. He is actively
involved in several advisory groups working to improve the
global maritime industry.

3. Find and Use Experts: Hire proven professionals in their field to
lessen your risk and to help you identify cost saving methods.
4.	Allow Margins: Build margins into your schedule and finances. If it
finishes on-time, then it might be considered early!
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